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INHERITANCE OF COLOR AND HORNS 
IN BLUE GRAY CATTLE 
By Onen Lloyd-Jones and John Evvard 
In 1902 there were undertaken at the Iowa Agricultural Ex-
periment Station some investigations of the merits of "blue-
gray" cross··bred cattle as feeding and market animals. The 
"blue-gray" color is caused by an intimate intermingling of 
black and white hairs on the body, a condition seen in cattle, 
horses and (rarely) in swine, and referred to by stock breeders 
ilS "blue·Toan." The blue-gray color is not typical for any 
recognized breed of cattle and is most commonly produced by 
crossing a white Shorthorn bull on cows of the black Scotch 
breeds, namely the Aberdeen Angus or the Galloway-usually 
the latter. 
The cross-bred blue-grays produced thus have for a long 
time been held in high repute from the feeder's standpoint; t.hey 
are said to show extreme vigor, rapid growth, excellent quality 
of flesh, and a marked uniformity thruout. Crosses of this 
nature were first made in the first. quarter of the nineteent.h 
century and they at once proved popular. By 1830 in Scotland, 
say MacDonald and Sinclair" "crossing in this fashion became 
almost a craze . . . handsome profits were realized . . . and 
induced many farmers . . . to allo,v their excellent herds of 
pure·bred polled cattle to degenerate . . ." 'rhe Aberdeen 
Angus breed was even threatened with total extinction.' Bar-
rington and Pearson' report in 1906 a single breeder who 
"produces about 100 blue-gray calves a year," and Wallace" 
remarks that" so important is the matter of color, and so su-
perior the blue-gray as a market quality that white Shorthorn 
bulls are being systematically bred to supply the Galloway 
breeders in the north of England." Observations carried on 
for three years at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station 
seemed to justify the high esteem in which these cattle were 
held and showed the cross-bred blue-grays to possess high merit 
from the market standpoint. 
In 1906 it seemed advisable to direct the investigation to-
ward a different end. Inheritance studies on coat characters 
with smaller animals were rapidly being pushed forward and 
were yielding rich results. However, very little if any reliable 
numerical data concerning the manner of inheritance of char-
acters found in domestic cattle were on record. The material 
was opportunely here at hand for securing such numerical 
l. History of Aberdeen-Angus Cattle. 63. 1910 [2nd edl. 
2. B iometrika, 4: 434. 1906. 
3. Farm Live Stock of Great Britain. 178. 1888. 
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data concerning color characters, and also concerning the 
horned and polled condition, and in 1906 there were saved from 
the residue of the original blue-gray experiment several head 
of cattle to be used for matings of a more technical sort. 
The original plans for this experiment were conceived by C. 
F. Curtiss, direct.or of the experiment station, and W. J. Ken-
nedy in 1902, and the latter supervised the details of the work 
until 1906.* As indicated above, the first three years of the 
work were devoted entirely to a study of the market properties 
of t.he blue-gray hybrid cattle and some data concerning color 
and horns were collected but not with the idea of using them 
for inheritance studies. These data are worked into the 
present paper, and comprise the data on the F' generation. 
'l'he frequent change in the personnel of the investigation 
produced a certain variation in the plan of matings, since 
each experimenter brought to the work his own int.erpretation. 
The interpretation here presented is the latest to be applied 
to the fact.s and in its turn differs from any of those held be· 
fore. This being the case there are some few matings shown 
in the produce tables that do not fit into any of the tables con-
structed on the present system. As an offset t.o these disadvan-
tages, however, we have the assurance that the record t.aking 
has been characterized thruout by a marked freedom from 
bias, or at least by a frequent change in direction of bias. 
Experimental breeding work with cattle progresses very 
slowly, is a heavy expense to the institution undertaking it, 
and does not lend itself to the use of large numbers of indi-
viduals. In the present case the numbers are regretably 
small. Nevertheless conditions make it seem expedient t.o draw 
this experiment. to a close as fast as is feasible. So Ie few 
animals are yet retained for further analysis, but it seems 
wiser to r eserve this further study as a postscript than t.o de-
fer the publication of the present data. For, tho the data 
herein contained are few, they are unique, we believe, in that 
they are the result of a deliberately p1anned and carefully exe-
cuted experiment in color and horn inheritance with cattle as 
material. 'fhe purpose of this publication is to place these 
data before students of genetics in a usabl e form, rather than 
to furnish an opportunity for the elaboration and defense of 
any hypothesis. 
'In 1906 E. T. Robbins assumed charge of the exper'mental details of the herd; 
he was succeeded in 1909 by H. H. Kildee. In 1910 the junior author became as-
sistant chief of animal husbandry and since that time has borne all the burden 
of overseeing the work and recording the data. Since 1912 he has worked in co-
operation with W. H. Pew. chief in animal husbandry. E. N. Wentworth main· 
tained an active interest in the experiment and aided in planning the mating::; during 
the period from 1911-1913 and in 1912 made a preliminary report of progress15 , In 
1913 the senior author came in touch with the work and has joined in planning 
the matings s ince that time and has prepared the present manuscript. 
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CHARACTERS 0];1 THE PARENT STOCK 
Two foundation breeds, the Shorthorn and Galloway, were 
mated to produce the original crosses in this experiment. A 
detailed discussion of the characters dealt with, as seen in these 
parent breeds, together with a suggestion as to the genetic 
relationship between them follows: 
THE RED OF THE SHORTHORN 
Four colors are permissible among pure-bred Shorthorn cat-
tIe: red, red and white, red-roan, and" white." The red is 
due to a fundamental pigment substance, the factor for the 
production of which is apparently present in all Shorthorns of 
whatever color, tho the factor is variously mOdified and some-
times not externally manifest. The red color varies among 
pure-bred Shorthorns from a dark cherry red (or even in rare 
cases almost a mulberry black ) to a faded, "bleached-out," or 
yellowish red. Tho earlier (W allace4 ) many of the most cele-
brated animals of the breed were described as "yellowish-red," 
"golden-red" or "yellow-roan," etc., and these colors were 
held in favor, today these reds with an orange tint, as well 
as the extremely dark reds, are discriminated against. These 
variations in the appearance of the red are of sufficient mag-
nitude to warrant their being described as intense and dilute 
modifications of the red pigment, and indications of clean seg-
regation among them are met. However, these modifications 
in the intensity of the red are not described in the official herd 
book records of this breed and data on the transmission of these 
modifi cations can not be collected from this source. More-
over, sires of these colors are not now saved and thus matings 
wJlich would throw light on the matter are today not per-
formed. Because of the close genetic relation between red and 
black, the discussion of the latter color is introduced at this 
time. 
THE BLACK OF THE GALLOWAY 
Most cattle of the Galloway breed carry a factor (absent in 
Shorthorns) which produces black pigment in the hair coat, 
and as they are bred in this country, the traditional require. 
ments call for animals" black and all black" in color. How-
ever, some specimens show a rusty, tan·1ike or chocolate tinge in 
the coat. This is produced by a weakening or failure of the 
black in the tips of the hairs and its replacement by a rusty-
red pigment. This weakening of the black is even more notice-
able in the calves of the Galloway breed, and is often evident 
not only in the tips, but thruout the whole length of the hair. 
Frequently the calves appear as a very dark brown , but this 
4. L oc. cit. 58. 
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dilute appearance of the black becomes less a)Jparent during 
the shedding of the" calf hair. " The rusty appearance so often 
observed in Galloways is not a criterion as to the purity .of these 
animals for the black factor, and is in fact probably quite un-
related genetically to the condition known as red. In the first 
part of the nineteenth century red was a color frequently seen 
in the cattle of Galloway. Youatt5 comments that in type the 
Galloways were excellent to cross on Shorthorns "and they 
could be obtained in the red color"; he then proceeds to de-
scribe two " beautiful red polled Galloway cows" which Mr. 
Colling used. 'l'he red of the Galloway is apparently 'of the 
yellowish, "faded," or diluted category. 
Black in cattle is definitely dominant to red, as shown by 
an examinaton of the experimental results as well as by the 
abundant recorded and unrecorded experience of cattle breed-
ers everywhere. Furthermore, at the present time, by far the 
great majority of all Galloway cattle are pure for the factor 
which produces black, but this is not always so; animals of this 
breed show that they still retain the r ed producing ability be· 
cause from time to time, when the occasional heterozygous 
blacks are coupled, a red calf may be produced. This occurs 
more often in Aberdeen .. Angus cattle, that other black Scotch 
breed, from which group pure red strains have easily and fre-
quently been established (WallaceG). Youatt also described some 
animals of the Galloway breed as dark brindle, brown, dun, 
or drab, and Wallace says that even today dun and drab are 
recognized colors of the breed. Dunn and drab are apparently 
epistatic to red and black, however, and do not occur in 
strains of black Galloways. 
THE ROAN OF THE SHORTHORN 
A further condition of color characteristic of the Shorthorn 
breed is the red-roan. The color of the pigment in red-roans is 
the same as in red ariimals and the roan condition is produced 
by an intersprinkling of white hairs among the red. The rela-
tive amount of white and pigmented hairs is variable, thus 
producing light and dark roans. In fact, the number of white 
hairs may be so small in proportion to pigmented ones, thus 
making the roan so "dark," that an animal may well paBS for 
and be safely registered as a red while genetically it is a roan. 
The likelihood of such a mis-registration would be greatly en-
hanced jf red color were the more preferred by the breeder, a 
situation which has been at times very marked among Short-
horn breeders. 
5. Cattle. 99. 1859 [1 st edl. 
6. Loc. cit. 112. 
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THE WHITE OF THE SHORTHORN 
A factor which modifies yet further the color distribution 
in the coat of the Shorthorn may be described as an extension 
factor. Under its influence, hair pigment may develop in any 
or all regions of the body, producing, if no other factors are 
present, a solid color, or, if the necessary additional factors are 
present, a roan, or a spotted animal. In the absence of this 
extension factor the pigment is in a restricted condition, in 
which case color is found op.ly in certain extremities of the 
body, namely in the hair which grows on and within the ears, 
in the eye lashes and the bristles on the face; the eye lids and 
muzzle are also pink in color, doubtless due to the presence 
near the surface of fine blood capillaries. . 
This condition may be accounted for (Allen?) by assuming 
that all of the pigment patches have disapeared with the ex-
ception of the centers of the primary aural patches, an ex-
treme reduction of the centripetal type. The extent of the 
pigmented areas on white Shorthorns is somewhat variable; 
usually, however, the red hairs are confined to eyelashes, face 
bristles and to the inside of the ears. The red is often so insig-
nificant as to easily pass notice altogether. To such an extent 
is this the case that an inquiry which was addressed to breeders 
of Shorthorn cattle concerning the frequency and abundance 
WIth which these r ed hairs appear on otherwise white animals, 
proved fruitless because the breeders and herdsmen, despite 
the close intimacy with their cattle, had taken no note of the 
red. Many descriptions on record as "pure 'white" have been 
found to be imperfect because of failure to observe and record 
a few scattered red hairs in the ears. 
The exjstence of white cattle completely devoid of pigmented 
hairs in the ears has been questioned by some, StorerS de-
scribes some white heifers of the Chartly herd of "Wild Cattle" 
which had ears apparently altogether white, both inside and 
outside, "but,'.' he says, "this is really not the case; there are 
a.lways within the ear some black hairs." Bell in his "British 
Quadrupeds" (quote'd by Darwin") states that after lung at-
tending to the subject he has found t.hat white cattle invariably 
have colored ears. On the other hand, the exi5tf'nce in Sweden 
of a herd of true albino white cattle was reported to Barring-
ton and Pearson'·, but they were unable to substantiat.e the 
report. Laughlin" stat.es as a result of observation that" there 
are whit.e Shorthorns without a single red hair." The writer 
7. Am. Nat. 48: 560. 1914. 
8. Storer, Jno. The Wild White Cattle of Great Britain. 234. 
9. Darwin . C.. Variation in Animals and Plants under Domestication. ): 86. 
[2nd ed.J 
10. Loc. cit. 
11. Am. Nat. 45: 726. 1911. 
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has never seen such a specImen. Whether or not these "all 
whites" differ in genotypic makeup from those with red ears, it 
is not possible at present to say. We find red hairs of varying 
numbers in the ears of whites, and it may well be purely a 
somatic variation which produces the truly all white animal. 
POLLED CONDITION AND HORNS 
In addition to these differences in color, the breeds under 
consideration differ in the matter of horns. The Shorthorn 
possesses horns characteristic for the genus; they were termed 
"short" in the early days of the breed in contrast to the 
great expanse of these structures seen in a competitive breed 
of cattle, the" Longhorns." As late a£ the middle of the last 
century the greater part of the cattle of Galloway were also 
horned (Youatt"2 ), but since that time the breeders of 
Galloway have sought a polled head in their animals; they 
have practiced a seve-re selection and their efforts have been 
eminent.ly successful. As a result, horned specimens of the Gal-
loway breed al'e an ext.reme rarity and this breed is deemed by 
many to be the most pure of all our breeds in respect to the 
polled character. The progeny resulting from the mating of 
pure polled with horned animals has long been held to be 
uniformly polled, and Galloways in particular enjoy the repu-
tation of "dehorning" all their calves from horned mates. 
The above· breed characteristics as well as the hereditary 
factors to which they are apparently due will be discussed with 
greater detail in connection with the experimental results 
which concern the several characters. 
ENUMERATION OF FOUNDATION AND FI ANIMALS 
The experimental herd under consideration was founded by 
the Iowa station in 1902 by the purchase of 47 Galloway cows, 
24 pure-breds and 23 "grades" (i. e., animals some of whose 
ancestors, probably as close as the great-grandparental gen-
eration, were not Galloways). In the first year of the work 
two Shorthorn sires were used, the roan Scotlands Crown 
(Herd-Book No. 149652) and the white Dr. White, (169178) . 
Later only the latter bull was used and he is the sire of all the 
FI animals retained for further analysis. This bull (fig. 1) 
was said to be an all white bull, but the records do not make 
specific statement as to the presence or absence of red hair in 
his ears. His sire and dam were both roan. The two whites 
shown in his pedigree ~ chart I ) are the only white animals that 
appear in seven generations. Fig. 2 shows a specimen group of 
Fl animals got by this sire out of the Galloway cows. Thrift, 
12. Loc. cit. 63. 
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Fig. 1. The white Shorthorn bull , Dr. White, s ire of the F 1 • 
rapid growth, and striking uniformity characterized all of 
these animals. Most of the nerd was disposed of in 1905, but 
there were retained for use in the inheritance studies which 
were undertaken at this time the following animals: 
Three Galloway cows; said to be pure-bred, experi-
ment station numbers 61, 154 and 49 (fig. 3). 
Five Fl cows. These animals, known by station Nos. 
45, 55, 58 and 109 (fig. 4), all by the bull Dr. White, 
were polled and were blue-gray in color. 
One F 1 male was also retained, No. 1. He was like the F 1 
females, got by Dr. White, and like them was polled and blue-
gray in color. !<'ig. 5 represents this bull. With the exception 
of the roan character, he shows very little indication of his 
Shorthorn parentage. 
In addition, four Shorthorn cows were purchased, two of 
them, station Nos. 57 and 65, were red, and two, station Nos. 
104 and 105, were white with red in the ears. '1'hree of these 
cows are shown in fig. 6. 
In all, since 1906, 25 dams have been used: four Shorthorns, 
four Fl blue-gray, three Galloways and 18 others of various gen-
erations and descriptions. The sires in use have been the blue-
gray polled Fu a red polled F2 b"Qll, and red, roan and white 
Shorthorn bulls. In all 71 calves have been produced, which 
are included in the present work. 
Fig. 2. A specimen group of the Fl blue-gray animals used in the feeding expermimenb:; 
-1 
~ po 
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METHOD OF PRESENTATION 
A working hypothesis which gives indication of proving use-
ful in explaining some of the facts of color inheritance in cat-
tle and which at the same time furnishes a basis for the presen-
tation of the present data, has been tentatively adopted and is 
presented below. Data are being collected from othAr sources 
which will furnish a further test of this method of interpreta-
tion and they will be published later. 
There are concerned in the present work four pairs of allelo-
morphic characters: 
I.-Black and red pigment, due to the presence or absence 
of a factor for black B. 
2.-A fine intersprinkling of white with pigmented hairs, 
i. e. roan, and the absence of this condition. This intersprink-
ling is due to the presence of a factor for roan N. 
3.-The extended and restricted condition of the pigment, 
due to the presence or absence of an extension factor E* . .... . 
4.- The polled condition and the horned condition, due to 
the presence or absence of a factor for polled P. 
Some of these factors are dependent for their somatic mani-
festation on the presence in the genetic makeup of other factors 
with which there is a somatic interaction, but genetically they 
are distinct and show clean segregation. 
On the above hypothesis, the pure-·bred Galloway is of the 
following genetic constitution: PP BB EE nn, while the white 
Shorthorn is represented thus: pp bb ee NN. The reason for 
assuming the white Shorthorn used in these experiments as NN 
will be discussed later. The first filial generation produced by 
crossing parents of the above constitution are heterozygous in 
all factors, as follows: Pp Bb E e Nn. This is a complicated 
hybrid and a complete analysis of an F2 from such F, indi-
viduals would be somewhat of an undertaking with any kind of 
animals, but with cattle as material the practical obstacles are 
very great, greater indeed than this station as yet has been able 
most successfully to meet. With the three color characters 
alone an F 2 of 64 animals and considering all four characters, 
256 animals, would be necessary before all the grand parental 
types would be expected to appear. The F2 population in the 
present experiment comprises but 21 animals, only eight of 
which have themselves produced offspring. Under these con-
ditions the only method of analysis which will prove useful is 
to treat each character separately, grouping the data into a 
series of monohybrid tables. The F 2 population is grouped to-
gether in extended form in table III, and appropriately re-
*This extension factor may influence both red and black pigment, and is not too 
be confused w ith the extension factor as identified in rodents, which does not in-
fluence red pigment. 
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Fig. 3. Three black Galloway cows which were mated w:th the Fl bull; Numbered from 
left, Nos. 61, 49, 154. 
Fig. 4. Four of the Fl blue-gray cows which produced the F~ generat:on, 
Nos. 45, 55, 56, 58. 
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grouped in other tables on the basis of single factors as these 
factors are considered in the text. All other matings listed in 
the tables may be found by reference to the produce tables in 
the appendix. In these tabls the animals are arranged in nu-
merical order, which makes reference from the text tables to 
the produce tables easy. Tables I, III, and the apendix produce 
tables, contain all the data on inheritance which has accumu· 
lated in this experiment in a period of fourteen years. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR INTER-
PRE T .'.l TION 
The facto,· for black 
Probably the most clearly established fact concerning color 
inheritance in cattle is that black is a simple dominant ·to red. 
All of our black breeds of cattle, Holstein-F'riesian, Aberdcen-
Angus, and Galloway are known to have been derived from 
stocks which contained many red animals and all of these 
breeds at the present time drop occasional red calves. On the 
other hand our red breeds always breed true to the red color, 
that is insofar as producing black calves is concerned. Thus 
black behaves as an allelomorph to red and may be considered 
as due to the presence of a factor B, in the absence of which (b), 
the hair pigment is red in color. 'rhe black may be variously 
modified by other factors which happen to be present; thus 
animals containing B may be black (solid or broken), blue-
roan (solid or broken), or white animals with black extrem-
ities. Likewise the animals which lack B and therefore show 
red pigment may be reds (solid or broken), red roans (solid 
or broken, or whites with red in the ears. As pointed out, pure-
bred Galloway animals are almost always homozygous for the 
black factor and should therefore produce a uniform black-
pigmented race when mated to Shorthorns of whatever color. 
Barrington and Pearson (1906) in their study" On the Inher-
itance of Coat Color in Cattle," in which they consider at 
some length the facts of hereditary transmission as seen in 
breeding operations with blue-gray cattle, present some obser-
vations on the relation of red and black. Their data were se-
cured by an appeal to a number of breeders who were producing 
blue-grays on an extensive scale, and it is further interesting 
that the blue-grays with which they dealt were derived in the 
same manner as t.hose in the present work, namely by crossing 
white Shorthorn bulls with black polled Galloway cows. The 
breeders who furnished t.hese data report.ed that a variety of 
colors (i. e., blue-gray, black, red-roan and red) were obtained 
by crossing a white Shorthorn bull on Galloway cows, and there 
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Fig. 5. Bull No.1, the F, blu&-gray polled bull, sire of the F, calves. 
seemed to be general assent to the proposition that these" off 
colored" (i. e. black, red and red-roan) calves are more abund-
ant when the white bull is himself from other than white 
parentage. Only one of these breeders, a Mr. Tinniswood, rec-
ognizes that the ancestry of the Galloway cow is a matter to be 
considered in this connection, and he asserts that trne pedig1'ee 
Galloway cows crossed with a white Shorthorn of whatever 
parentage will give black-pigmented progeny. That the ap-
pearance of reds in the F 1 from Galloway x Shorthorn parents 
is due to the heterozygous condition of the black is further in-
dicated by the following observations of Mr. Tinniswood: Al-
though reds are frequently secured from a herd of common 
grade Galloway cows by use of a pure Shorthorn bull, when a 
pure Galloway bull is used on white or red Shorthorn cows, 
reds "have never been known to occur." 
In the Fl produced at this station by use of Shorthorn bulls 
on pure-bred and grade Galloway cows, both red and black 
pigmented offspring appeared. The results of three years 
work in which Fl animals were produced is shown in table I. 
The get of the two bulls which were used are grouped sep-
arately on different horizontal rows. Under each color are 
grouped in separate perpendicular columns the colors from 
the pure-bred, and those from the grade, Galloway cows. 
In table II the "black pigment" calves (i e. blacks and blue-
grays) are grouped together into two columns and the "red 
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TABLE I-DISTRIBUTION ON BASIS OF COLOR OF THE F, OBTAINED BY 
MATING TWO DIFFERENT SHORTHORN BULLS TO PURE-BRED 
Sire 
AND GRADE GALLOWAY COWS. 
Color of Calves 
Blue-gray I Black I Red-roan Red I Total 
from I from I from I from I from I from I from I from I 
'pure' grade 'pure' I grade I'pure' I grade I'pure' Igrade I 
cows I cows I cows cows I cows cows I cows I cows 
Dr. Wh,te \ white) ..... 1 27 1 26 1 1 I' 1 1 1 6 1 1 2 1 63 
Scotland's Crown (roan) . I 5 1 1 6 1 2 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 15 
Total ................. 1 32 1 26 I 6 1 3 I 1 I 7 I I 3 I 78 
*Undoubtedly an incorrect record, see tex t p 1264 127. 
TABLE II- BLACK vs. RED GROUPING OF F" 
Black Pigment Red Pigment 
Sire from "pure" I from grade I from "pure" I from grade 
cows [ cows I cows cows 
Dr. White . .. . ........... 1 27 I 27 I 1 I 
Scotland's Crown .... .... 1 11 I I I 2 
Total: color ancrbreedmgl 38 I 29 I I 10 
Total: color alone ....... 1 67 1 11 
pigment" calves ( 1. e. reds and red roans) are treated 
in the same manner. Out of the total of 78 calves, 
67 are "black pigment" and 11 are "red pigment." Thus 
the results approximate, those reported by Barrington 
and Pearson in 1906. However, we know in this case that 
many of the cows were not "true pedigree Galloways." Thir-
ty-nine calves were secured from pure-bred animals, all of 
which, according to the modern traditions of the Galloway 
breed should be black pigment animals. With but a single ex-
ception this was the case, for only one of the pure Galloway 
cows (Herd-Book No. 17322) droped a red roan calf to the 
service of the white bull. This cow sickened and was disposed 
of without having produced another calf, but that she was 
heterozygous for the black factor had been sufficiently dem-
onstrated. It is from such cows when mated to bulls of a like 
nature, that the rare but occasional red Galloway calves are 
produced, thus furnishing to the breeder the stock examples of 
"atavism" or "reversion." The grade cows likewise happen 
to have produced 39 calves, but a higher ratio of red ones, 
namely, 29 black pigment and 10 red pigment. If all the grade 
dams had been first generation hybrids, i. e. if they had all had 
one red parent, and therefore were Bb in compostion, we should 
expect one-half of their calves by red pigment bulls to be red. 
Instead of 19 or 20, however, only 10 such calves appeared. 
Doubtless many or most of these grade cows represented more 
than one cross of Galloway on the non-Galloway stock and 
might thus be BB in composition. The 10 red calves would in-
dicate that about one-half of the grade dams . were heterozygous 
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for black but these calves were produced by only seven of 
the dams. 
In this experiment an F2 population of 21 calves was secnrea 
by mating five F 1 females mentioned above (fig. 5) with the 
blue-gray male (station No.1 ) . Table III shows in extended 
form the distribution of this F2 population on the basis of color 
and horns. Some color types appear which were seen in 
neither parent for in addiiion to blacks and blue-grays, the 
maternal and Fl colors, red (figs. 8-9) red-and-whites (fig. 7) 
r ed-roans, and whites with black extremities, (figs. 7 to 9) also 
occur. These animals are not to be accounted for on the simple 
monohybrid interpretation which Barrington and Pearson form-
ulated. These investigators were aware that the white Short-
horn and the black Galloway breed practically true, each group 
within itself; the true-breeding black and white when mated 
produce a blue··gray "so that if we term the one B and the other 
W we might test the simple Mendelian formula BBXWW-BW 
and then investigate the further crosses" (p 431). The ap-
pearance of the" red and red roan, as well as the white with 
black markings which did not exist in either the pure-bred Gal-
loway or the Shorthorn parents" is held to be damaging evi-
dence and leads the authors to say that" our hope, therefore, 
that a simple Mendelian formula might be tested on this case, 
the only one in which we knew of two whole color cattle of 
TABLE III- DISTRIBUTION OF F, POPULATION OBTAINED BY MATING THE 
BLUE-GRAY POLLED F, BULL NO. 1 TO BLUE-GRAY POLLED F, COWS. 
~ . 
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uZ ~o uZ 
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45 II 1~~ \' i:1 149 208 1103 I ~ I : I I I I I 
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TABLE IV- SEGREGATION OF BLACK AND RED. MATING Bb x Bb. 
Sire 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
(blue-gray 
Parents 
F,) I 58 (bIUe-g~:; F,) 
F , ) 56 (blue-gray F,) 
F , ) 45 (blue-gray F,) 
F,) I 55 (blue-gray F,) 
F,) 109 (blue-gra.::.y_ F...e' -'-) _-'-'-'-'-'-" 
Total 
Ftl l 146 (blue-gray F,) 51 (blue-gray 
F,) 53 (blue-gray 
F,) 162 (blue-gray 
Total 
F , ) (1) ...... . 
F,) (2) ...... . 
F,) (2) ...... • 
)(3) ...... . 
Grand total 
(1) Dropped red calf by Red F 2• 
(2) Dropped red calf by red Shorthorn. 
(3) Sire, white Shorthorn, dam 52 blue-gray. 
Offspring 
~ I ~ I 
5 I ~I ~3~.=75~1~1-.2=5~ 
----W--I 1 19.5 I 6.5 
different races being habitually crossed, has failed." On the 
other hand, if it be assumed, as above suggested, that the con· 
ditions here involve three allelomorphic pairs, the various types 
of black and red pigmented F2 animals are accounted for. 
These types will be treated separately in the following pages. 
The upper section of table IV shows a regrouping of this F2 
population on the basis of red and black pigment. The table 
shows the relation of "black pigment" to "red pigment" ani-
mals to be as 15 :6. Thus, when the types are grouped on the 
basis of but a single pair of allelomorphs we find that in so far 
as the numbers will allow, the Mendelian expectation happens 
here to be exactly realized. 
We may also tabulate here matings of the F] bull with three 
of the F2 blue-grays which have dropped red calves and have 
thus been demonstrated to be Bb. Five progeny have been 
Fig. 6. Pure-bred horned Shorthorn cows, Nos. 65 red, 104 white, 105 white. 
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Fig. 7. F2 calves, No. 208 heifer, white with black ears, eyes and muzzle; No. 207 
heifer, red and white; No. 204 steer, red. All three polled. 
secured from these matings whch are included in the lower sec-
tion of table II. All of them have black pigment. The grand 
total Bb x Bb matings gives 20 black and 6 red offspring. At 
this point it is well to emphasize the necessity of maintaining 
an open mind when considering ratios made up of small num-
bers for" in so far as the numbers will allow" the Mendelian ex-
pectation would" happen to be exactly realized" equally well 
with the extremes of the dominant class being either 15 or 21 
while the recessive class remained at 6. 
We have next to consider the matings of the heterozygous 
dominants Bb on the parental recessive type bb, The experi-
ence of breeders as presented by Barrington and Pearson con-
cerning the cross of the F, blue·.gray back on the recessive par-
ent (white Shorthorn ) is extremely variable; some of the breed-
ers report all calves of this cross "white," but for the most 
part they get" all colors," i. e. blue-grays, white, blacks and 
red roans. The interpretation of the matter as held by the 
above \vTiters calls for half BW (blue-gray) and half WW 
(white), and again the occurrence of red and of red roan 
"which did not exist in either parent" is considered to be Ull-
conformable with a Mendelian interpretation of the case. Table 
V shows some matings of this type. Only 10 matings of this 
sort were made, 12 calves being produced. The upper section 
of this table shows matings of the F, male to 4 animals of the 
parental recessive type and one mating of the same male with 
an extracted recessive. The lower section of the table shows 
matings of males of the parental recessive type (in one case an 
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TABLE V- SEGREGATION OF BLACK AND RED. MATINGS Bb x bb. 
Parents I Offspring --------- Obtained I Expected 
Sire Dam Black I Red I Black I Red 
No.1 (blue-gray) 1 57 (red Shorthor n) .... .. · 1 () I 1 1 I No.1 (blue-gray) 65 (red Shorthorn) . . . . . . . 1 1 
No.1 (blue-gray) 104 (wh!te Shorthorn)..... . . ~ 0 . 
No.1 (blue-gray) 105 (Whlte Shorthorn) . . . .. .. 2 I 0 
N::.:..:::o.,-=-1 --,(=:bl:.::u:.:.e--"g::cra:::y,,-)_--,--=2c:0;7~(:..;rec=dc.:a::.:n::.:d:...w.::.chite F , ). . . . . . . 0 1 I 
Total 4 I 3 3.5' I 3.5 
Red Shorthorn 53 (blue-gray F,) ...... . ... 0 1 White Shorthorn 1 53 (blue-gray F2)··· · ······1 1 1 0 1 I 
~~~n ih~~~l,~~~n 1~~ ~~l~::~~:~ ~~l :: : : ::: : :: o~ gl I 
=R:.:.ed~F~2 _____ ~1~4~6~(b~lu~e:...-g~r~a~y F~2)'~.~.~ .. ~.~ .. ~.~.~. -7.--+-~-c~~+-~~ 
Total I 3 2 2.5 I 2 . 5 
Grand total I 7 5 6.0 I 6.0 
extracted recessive male) to Fl and F2 females, which have 
been demonstrated by breeding behavior to be Bb. As can be 
seen by reference to the produce tables" all colors," i. e. blue-
grays, blacks, reds, and whites with black ears, appeared among 
these progeny, but grouped on the basis of a single pair of char-
acters, namely black and red, the distribution is simple. The 
grand total for these matings shows black to reds in the ratio 
of 7 :5; expected, 6 :6. 
The matings of the three Galloway cows with the Fl bull are 
grouped in table VI and entitled "Mating Bb x BB." None of 
these Galloway cows have yet produced offspring numerous 
enough to classify them beyond reasonable doubt as BB, and 
they are placed in this table on the strength of their "racial 
traditions" rather than as a result of genetic analysis. None of 
our" black-pigment" F 2 can be definitely classed as BB. The 
results of these matings are all "black-pigment" as expected. 
Matings of extracted recessives together happen not to have 
been made in our work but table VII shows matings of ex-
TABLE VI-SEGREGATION OF BLACK AND RED. MATINGS Bb x BE. 
Parents I Offspring 
----S-ir-e----;-=-===--D-am------ Obtained I Expected 
~-;---,,-;-_---;::;-~--;;c;__:;:;_;_:;__-------:,-'B"-la~c~k'--;-I- ~d ~ck I ' Red 
No. 1 (blue-gray F , ) 154 Galloway. ....... ... .... . 3 0 No.1 (blue-gray F
, ) 1 61 Galloway ··· · ·· · · · · ······ 1 2 01 
No.1 (blue-gray F , ) 49 Galloway ......... .:.. :.: .. c:. •.:.. :.: ..+----ii4_+----;,0;-+-~_i_-;;--
Total I 9 0 0 
TABLE VII- MATINGS OF EXTRACTED RECESSIVE bb x RECESSIVE 
PARENT bb. 
Red Fa 
Red F. 
Sire 
Red Shorthorn 
Parents Offspring 
Obtained I Expected 
Dam Black Red Black ~
I, 105 (white Shorthorn) ....... 1 000 3~ f I 65 (red Shorthorn) ...... . 
207 (red and white F.) . . .. . . . 
Total I 0 7 o I 7 
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tracted recessives to the recessive parental type. In the two 
matings of this table which produce 6 of the offspring, the ex-
tracted recessive is the sire and parental recessive is the dam. 
In the other mating conditions are reversed. All animals pro-
duced by this mating should lack black pigment and although 
the figures are too small to serve as a conclusive test, at least 
nothing has appeared to embarrass the hypothesis adopted. 
Altogether these results, in so far as the appearance of the 
various types in the Fl and other crosses is concerned, are in 
marked harmony with those reported by Barrington and Pear-
son. As a result of their study these writers conclude (p 436) 
that in this" as in other cases which it has been our misfortune 
to come across, Mendelism is not discovered to be an accurate 
account of the records provided" and that "anyhow, the 
further pursuit of a somewhat elusive Mendelism in blue-gray 
cattle did not seem to us likely to be profitable." Barrington and 
Pearson apparently did not appreciate the possibility of at-
tempting any other than a monohybrid interpretation of the 
facts. Neither were they aware of the hypostatic nature of 
r ed in the Galloway nor, apparently, of the fact that the white 
Shorthorn practically always carries red in the ears. With 
these facts in mind, however, we see that the data obtained at 
this station as the result of deliberate experiment with blue-
gray cattle correspond to a surprising degree of accuracy with 
what a simple Mendelian interpretation would call for. 
The Extension Factor and" White'" Cattle 
We have assumed a factor E to account for the extended 
condition of the pigment as seen in Galloways, and also in Short-
horns with pigmented bodies, and that allelomorphic to this ex-
tended condition are the whites with colored ears. This factor 
lS independent of the factor or factors which produce the 
spotted or broken colors so frequently seen in Shorthorn cat-
tle, and animals which are EE or E e may be variously pied. 
Broken colors in Shorthorns have for a long time been much 
disapproved by breeders, and selection against them has been 
and is severe. Many animals are descrbed in the records as 
"red with little white," but very few are described as "red and 
white," and the amount of white present even in cattle of the 
latter description is comparatively slight. In much spotted 
breeds, such as the Ayrshire, Holstein-Friesian, and Simmen-
thaI, the spotting is at times so marked that somatically the 
animal appears virtually as a white, but the white with red ears, 
of the Shorthorn breed is of a distinctly different category; it 
is not due to a high degree of spotting, but segregates cleanly 
from the extended condition, without intergrading or inter, 
8:Ja 
Fig. 8. The Fe red, polled bull No. 148 retained for service. 
mediate stages. Whites are produced as frequently from solid-
color parents as from spotted parents and the division both 
somatically and genetically between the red-and-whites and 
the whites is most distinct. Consequently, whatever spotting 
factors may be present in this material are not considered in 
the present work. '1'0 the knowledge of the writer Galloway 
cattle are not known to have produced progeny which are white 
and we are justified in assuming the pure Galloway to be 
homozygous (EE) in regard to the factor under consideration. 
All of the F 1 generation (as shown in table I), by Dr. White 
out of the Galloway cows, 64 offspring in all, showed pigment 
in an extended condition, thus indicating that whether grades 
or pure-breds the females were all EE in constitution. More-
over, very few of the Fl were broken or marked to any extent, 
for the most part the colors being solid. Also the calves by 
the roan Shorthorn, Scotland's Crown, whch animal is known 
by his breeding record with Shorthorn cows to be Ee, all had 
pigment in an extended condition. 
'fable VIII shows the segregation of the extension factor, 
when heterozygous dominants are mated together. The upper 
section shows the distribution of the 1<'\ in respect to this char-
acter. Animals with the extended pigment bear a relation to 
animals with restricted pigment of 18 :3, the expected results 
being 15 :75 :5.25. The lower section of this table shows four 
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TABLE VIII- SEGREGATION OF EXTENSION FACTOR. MATINGS Ee x Ee. 
Sire 
No. (bl ue-gray 
No. (bl ue-gray 
No. (blue-gray 
No. (blue-gray 
No. (blue-gray 
No. (blue-gray 
No. (blue-gray 
No. (blue-gray 
No. 1 (blue-gray 
Roan Shorthorn 
Red Shorthorn 
Dam I Offspring __ Obta~ __ E-;Zpecte_d __ ~;xtendedl Restricted lO:xtended I Restricted 
F,) 1 45 (blue-gray F') .. . I 3 I 2 I F,) 56 (blue-gray F,) . . . 6 I 0 F,) 55 (blue-gray F',) ... 2 I 1 F,) 58 (blue-gray F,) ... 5 0 F , ) 109 (blue-gray F , ) ... 2 o \ 
Total I 18 1 __ 3 I~I 5 . 25 
F , ) 51 (blue-gray Fo) ... / 1 I 0 I F,) 146 (blue-gray F ,) ... J 1 I 
F,) 53 (l>lue-gray Fo) ... 0 I 1 
I F,) 162 (blue-gray F,) ... 1 1 I 0 51 (blue-gray F,) ... 0 2 146 (blue-gray F , ) ... 1 I 0 
Total I 4 I 4 6.0 Grand Total 22 I 21 . 75 
2.0 
7.25 
matings of the Fl male on F2 blue··gray females which have been 
demonstrated to be E e. There are likewise included matings 
of two :F'z blue··gray females which are E e, with a roan pure-
bred Shorthorn bull. The fact that he himself had pigment 
in the extended condition and that he produced calves of ee 
comp.osition from F2 females sufficiently demonstrates him to he 
heterozygous for the extension factor. The final totals from 
matings of this sort are 21 extended, 7 restricted pigment, once 
more, as it happensl exactly the expected results. 
Table IX shows matings of Fl animals on the recessive pa-
rental types (Ee x ee). The numbers are so small as to be al-
most negligible but yet deserve to be given because they show 
that both expected types apear. In two cases the F J male is 
mated to the recessive parental type (white Shorthorn cows) ; 
in two other cases the male is the recessive parent and the 
females are F2 blue··grays which had produced white animals 
with black extremities. The expectations in this case are 1 
extended and 1 restricted with which the obtained results, 
small as the numbers are, happen to conincide" thus aiding 
further to identify the factor E. Extracted recessives for E have 
only recently been mated and happen not to have produced off-
spring. 
It is interesting to note that none of the seven ee animals 
which have appeared in these matings are whites with red 
ears, that is, the color of the white Shorthorn grandparent. 
TABLE IX-SEGREGATION OF EXTENSION FACTOR. MATINGS Ee x ee. 
Dam Sire 
I Offspring 
Obtained I Expected 
E';tendedl Restricted Extendedl R~ 
No. 1 (blue-gray F,) [ 104 White Shorthorn [ 0 1 
No. 1 (blue-gray F,) 105 White Shorthorn 1 1 
White Shorthorn 51 (blue-gray F ,). . . 1 0 
~Wh~it~e~S~h~o~r~th~o~rn~ __ ~~5~3~(7b~lu~e-~g~ra~y~F~2)~.~.~. __ ~0n-~,-~l~-' __ n~~~ __ ~_ 
Total I 2 2.5 2.5 
8'a 
The grand parental constitution seen in Dr. White 'was bb ee, 
red pigment in restricted condition, and we would expect 011e-
fourth of the F 2 whites to be so pigmented. But all of the ee 
animals which have appeared up to the present time in this ex-
periment, have borne the factor for black, thus producing 
whites with "black extremities." An animal of this sort is 
shown in fig. 7 but fig. 9 gives a better idea of this appearance. 
This type is a novelty in the present experiment; it is a condi-
tion which was not present in either of the grand parental 
types nor in the F 1 and because of this fact the appearance of 
this type from such a mating is held by Barrington and Pearson 
to be a wholly anomalous condition. On the other hand the 
appearance of this color as well as the reapearance of white 
animals with red ears is a result called for by the preseni: 
hypothesis. It is produced by the separation of the black factor 
B from the extension factor E which have ' up to this time, 
in t.he dominant parent and in F" existed together in the same 
zygote. This white with black extremities is considered com-
parable to the white Shorthorn with the exception that the 
factor for black is added to the zygot.ic makeup. 
No recognized American breed is typified by this pig-
ment distribution, but it is a widely known type in other parts 
Fig. 9. An excellent representation of the white animals with black ears, eyes 
and muzzle. (No. 208 heifer.) 
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of the world. Perhaps the best known cattle which show this 
color are the famous so-called wild" Park Cattle" of Britain. 
Herds of these cattle are maintained as a tradition of long 
standing on several large British estates, and the animals are 
believed by some to represent more nearly than any other living 
form the ancient and primitive ancestral type from which many 
of the important characteristics of the modern British breeds 
have been derived. The variety is described for the most part as 
"white with black points" tho other colors than black are 
occasionally seen in the ear lining. Wallace13 presents a series 
of excellent photographs of these cattle and the" black points" 
are here seen often to include, in addition to the ear region, pig-
ment about the fetlock and shank, especially on the fore leg. 
Besides the wild "Park Cattle," Wallace describes several 
other white races, among them a Welsh breed which is white, 
but with red ears; an offshoot of the Pembroke cattle, white 
with black ears; varieties of polled cattle which are white with 
black points; ann also West Highland animals which are white 
in color with pigmented ears. On the continent the famous 
Charloais breed of France represents this pattern and Wils-
dorf" tells of a herd of white cattle with colored ears owned by 
the King of Wurttemberg. Darwin15 calls attention to a strong 
but not invariable tendency in wild or escaped cattle to become 
white with colored ears, under widely different conditions of 
life. Immense herds on the Ladrone Islands in the Pacific are 
described as "milk white except their ears which are generally 
black." The Falkland Islands possessed herds (feral) in the 
southern districts mostly white, with the feet, whole heads or 
only their ears, black. 
Just what is the genetic relationship between our F. whites 
with black extremities and those animals showing the same or a 
similar color pattern which occur in other parts of the world, 
is at present impossible to say, but at least we are justified in 
concluding that despite the marked similarity in appearance 
between these widely separated varieties, there are apparently 
fundamental genetic differences beteewn them. To consider 
first the white Park Cattle of Britain, we find many conflicting 
statements as to the manner in which these cattle breed. Dar-
win1G , Storer17, and later Wallace18 make repeated refer-
ence to occasional black or brown calves which ap-
pear in these herds of white cattle, long bred without addi · 
tion of blood. Thus Wallace (pp 48-44) states that in the Ham-
ilton cattle of Cadzow Park, in which herd from 20 to 25 breed-
1~. L~c. cit. 24-49. 
14. Wilsdorf. George. Tierzuchtung. 1912. (Journ. of Hered. 6: 109-116.) 
15. Loc. cit. 8fi. 
1~. Loc. cit. 685. 
17. Loc. eit. 
18. Loc. cit. r . , .... , 
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ing females are maintained, "for some time before 1880 the 
average was 3 dark calves a year." In 1904 two black calves 
were dropped, and the births of black and white, dun, and deep 
rich sable (but never brown nor red), calves have been re-
corded. The colored calves are in most cases early disposed 
of, and almost never allowed to become a part of the breeding 
herd. Wilsdorf19 characterizes the white herd kept by the king 
of Wurttemberg thus: "Here is a pure white herd that has 
been bred for many years and new pure white males of many 
breeds introduced at intervals. But although no animal which 
was not white has been introduced so far as is known, since 
the herd was established, a number of calves are borne each 
year which are not white, but some other color." From these 
facts it would appear that the white is a dominant color and 
that Laughlin is justified in resorting, as he does, to the" Park 
Cattle" of Britain in order to derive the positive or dominant 
white which characterizes one of the" two groups of genetically 
independent sets of hairs," which he assumes to be intermingled 
to make up the Shorthorn hair coat. 
On the other hand, the situation is made less simple by 
further quotations from the volumes above cited. Storer20 
who believed the white Park Cattle to represent the primitve 
British type, while giving a description of the black breed of 
cattle then (1890) characteristic of Pembroke county, Wales, 
offers as "by far the strongest instance of an ancient white 
race of domestic cattle" certain facts concerning this black 
Welsh breed, for example; "notwithstanding every discourage-
ment, black being uniformJy preferred by the breeders, t.hiR 
whit.e color somet.imes breaks out in the cattle of that neighbor-
hood, and I have examined several white ones which have come 
down with larg-e herds of black ones from Pembrokeshire ... 
Some are nearly pure white, with black ears, -muzzle, eyes, tiDs 
of the horns and hoofs; . . . t.hey have not now BS former1y 
red ears. " Later in 1907, Wallace2 " discussing the cattle of 
this same county, tells how "the ancient breed of the princi-
pality." i. e., white with black ears" has been rehabilitated bv 
selecting and mating together those specimens of the black 
South Wales breed which have 'thrown back' in the matter of 
color to their forest ancestors." In other words, the occa-
sional whites to which Storer refers have been selected , mated 
together, and have reproduced the ancest.ral type. This wonld 
seem to be unmistakeable evidence that the color of the British 
"Park Cattle" may behave as a recessive white. 
In this connection reference may again be profitably made to 
19. Loc. cit. 
70. Loc. cit. 105. 
21. Lac. cit. 145. 
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the work of Allen22 • The present writers have suggested that 
the color patterns of the white Shorthorn is an example of ex-
treme pigment reduction of the so-called centripetal type. Allen 
also described another kind of pigmentation which "may be 
called a centrifugal type and is almost the reverse of the centri-
petal or primary patch class." (p 560). In these cases pigment is 
developed at the points or extremities and" curiously this sort 
of pigment seems almost always to be black. The horse is men-
tioned among other forms as an animal which shows this kind 
of pigmentation. In the horse dappled grays are described as 
sometimes showing a black patch on the bridge of the muzzle, 
usually the first place to show white in the restriction of the 
centripetal pigmentation. The feet may also be black (p 561). 
It seems also as observed by the writers that dun colored horses 
are likewise characterized by black on the nose, tail, and lower 
segments of the limbs, as well as by a black dorsal stripe, and 
a somewhat similar condition is occasionally seen in some ani-
mals of the Jersey breed of cattle. Also in some of the wild 
"Park Cattle" the color distribution suggests the centrifugal 
type, for, as has been shown, black pigment is here evident not 
only about the ears but also on the muzzle, feet, shanks, and 
sometimes the brush of the tail is colored. It is now further to 
be noted that certainly in case of the first two animals men-
tioned, and probably in the third, the centrifugal type of pig-
mentation is associated with a dominant color and pattern, and 
it is not impossible that these facts have a certain bearing on 
the breeding behavior of the white Park Cattle. Centrifugal 
pigmentation is, of course, not always associated with a dom-
inant pattern as shown by Castle7 in regard to the Himalayan-
pattern rabbits. 
Darwin23 early pointed to the high degree of variability in 
the color of the pigmented areas which these white cattle show 
and we have seen that sables, blacks, and browns, as well 
as whites with any of these colors in the extremities, have 
been produced by these cattle. A further hint of the complex-
ity of the genetic constitution of some of these" white" ani-
mals is given by casual remarks concerning a "creaminess" 
possessed by many of the animals. In 1891 Lord Tankerville 
wrote (W allace24 ) concerning the Chillingham herd of Park 
Cattle that" they are pure white when first calved and licked 
clean bv their mothers, but became more of a creamy white 
color afterwards." In the 8ame volume (p 40 ) while compar-
ing the Hamilton and Chillingham Park Cattle, Wallace says 
of the former that "the hair on the body of adults is purer 
white, or less creamy." Storer2 5 in describing the white cattle 
22. Loc. cit. 
23. Loc. cit. 
24. Loc. cit. 37. 
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of Gunton Park (which are polled) states that 'the calves al-
ways come pure white, except the ears and noses, but in a few 
instances inclined to cream colored." In the case of the British 
white cattle it is not at all impossible that the animals repre-
senting the" few instances inclined to cream colored" should 
be considered as having pigment in an extended condition, the 
pigment being so dilute as to produce only a faint creaminess. 
The existence of such animals would provide an opportunity 
(perhaps Imited in some way) for an occasional interaction of 
the B and the E factors and thus would account for the blacks 
which are known rarely but persistently to appear in these 
herds. 
In the case of the Wurttemberg white herd the occurrence of 
the colored calves is even more simply accounted for. Ten 
breeds are mentioned as furnishing the "pure white males" 
which have been used in the herd, among which are the fol-
lowing: Simenthaler, Hollander, Schweitzer, Alderney, and 
Zebu. Two of these breeds, the Simenthaler and Hollander, are 
characterized by profuse spotting and are known to produce 
., whites" when the spotting happens to obliterate virtually 
all the pigment. Others, the Schweitzer, "Alderney" and 
Zebu produce fawn colored animals often so light that they 
might well be described as creamy or white. But the use of a 
white animal of any of these breeds would provide opportunity 
for the unexpected to happen. For it appears that individuals of 
the spotted breeds which happen to be white, nevertheless 
carry the extension factor, and the possession of this 
factor is certainly true for the pale duns or creamy white of 
the" Alderney," Schweitzer, and Zebu breeds. Thus the intro-
duction of such animals into a herd in the guise of white would 
inject into the hereditary complex factors which might react 
with those already present and, from time to time, produce a 
dark colored calf. 
Altogether, with these facts in mind, it would seem that we 
are not warranted in attempting to harmonize the origin, con-
stitution and breeding behaviour of the F2 whites with black 
points which have appeared in this experiment with the cattle 
from the other numerous and various sources in Europe which 
display a similar color pattern. 
The Roan-Prodncing Factm' 
Roan is a condition of color seen, as mentioned above, 
commonly in both horses and cattle but only rarely in swine, 
and as indicated is due to an intimate intermingling of white 
with pigmented hairs. Though the term color may be applied 
25. Loc. cit. 304. 
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to this condition with questionable propriety it will for pur-
poses of convenience, be used here. The situation in regard to 
H'an color in the horse has been ably handled by a number of 
writers and there is a considerable unanimity of opinion among 
them that roan is due to a simple genetic fact"!,, indepeno,ollt 
of aurl epistatic to the other color factors of the horse. Tbe 
roan condition as seen among cattle has not been so SUCCC'd' · 
fully investigated and there is much conflicting opinion to 
hal'IfIOJ~ize. 
The earliest Mendelian interpretation made the roan color a 
heiHo:l,ygous condition between red (or black) and whitr, 
comparable exactly to the commonly accepted interpretation 
of the blue of the Andalusian fowl. This idea is clearly 
put forward by Wilson26 to explain the conditions as seen 
among Shorthorns, and tentatively extended by him to include 
also black and white, but Barrington and Pearson27 emphasized 
the illness of fit of the monohybrid ratios to the facts, as seen 
both in blue-grays and in the Shorthorn breed. Later Laugh-
lin28, unsatisfied with the attractively simple but apparently 
fallacious monohybrid interpretation, evolved a hypothesis 
elaborate enough to meet the criticisms of biometricians and at 
the same time to account for (in the Shorthorn breed) almost 
a11* the possible colors being produced from any kind of par-
ents. Laughlin's scheme is extremely flexible · and readily 
adaptable, but enjoys these virtues at the expense of simplicity. 
He assumes the existence of "two groups of genetically 
independent sets of hairs intermingled to make up the Short-
horn color coat." Each of these sets may be alternately red or 
white, but in set 1 white is dominant to red, while in set 2 red 
is dominant to white. Furthermore each set is restricted in its 
extent and field of activity to certain specified regions of the 
body. As the writer understands Lauglhin's formulae, it is 
impossible to distinguish genetically between "roan" and 
"red-and-white." Any animal with red in one and white in the 
other" set of genetically independent hairs" is considered as a 
roan; red-and-white is assumed to differ from roan only in that 
the former is a coarse, the latter a fine mosaic (p. 715). Thus 
Laughlin agrees with the earlier interpretations to the extent 
of making roan pure somatic in origin and nature. He does 
not assume a factor for roan; a gamete can not carry roan, its 
occurrence is conditioned by the somatic relationship of hair 
sets Nos. 1 and 2. 
Wentworth29 suggested that the roan condition be considered 
*The only exception is that provision is not made for white calves from red by 
red matings. 
26. Loc. cit. 94-96. 
27. Loc. cit. 
28. Loc. cit. 
29. Am. Breeders Mag. 4: 202-208. 1913. 
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as due to a factor which has the specific effect of producing this 
color. He proposes a simple pattern factor P completely dom-
inant to its absence and genetically independent of the other 
color factors which produces an "irregular arrangement of red 
and white hairs," and he cites some examples from the Short-
horn breed in substantiation of this assumption. 
'1'he data from the present experiment which bear on the 
genetic nature of the roan character, are not extensive enough 
to test any of the above hypotheses satisfactorily. In regard 
to that of Laughlin, it is not clear from his work how the 
genetic formula should be constructed and handled if a B factor 
for black is added to the hereditary complex already made up 
of dominant white and recessive white and dominant red and 
recessive red. Moreover, even if this were clearly indicated 
the 45 possible matings listed by him would soon increase in 
number and complexity as to become too cumbersome for even 
a suggestive analysis of the comparatively limited data at hand. 
The interpretaton of roan as a heterozygote between col-
ored and white animals has many attractive features but does 
not precisely fit the facts as seen from even a hasty study of 
color in Shorthorn cattle based on herd-book data. The most 
obvious criticism against this interpretation is that red by 
white matings by no means always produce roans. For ex-
ample, Whitehall Sultan, a famous breeding bull, white in color, 
got 59 calves out of red cows 15 of which, practically one-
fourth, were not roan but red. Wentworth furnishes but minor 
suport to the hypothesis suggested by him touched on above 
but at the present it seems to present the least difficulties, and 
for the want of a better it will be developed for use at this 
tin'l'. It must be noted, however, that as far as the present 
data only are concerned the monohybrid scheme of Wilson 
'would serve almost equally well. 
The roan-producing factor which may be indicated by the 
letter N'" is completely dominant over its absence n. The effect 
of the N factor is to sprinkle white hairs promiscuously thru 
the hair coat of the animal. If pigmented hairs are also present a 
roan is produced. If the pigment is black a blue-roan or "blue-
gray" will result, but if the pigment is red the ordinary red-
roan color of the Shorthorn is produced. There is a somatic va-
riation in the amount of white which is sprinkled among the pig-
mented hairs, producing so-called dark and light roans. Any ani-
mal which shows a fine sprinkling of white hairs among pig-
mented hairs, however few the white hairs may be, is called a 
roan. 
·The symbol P is used by Wentworth to represent this factor, P being the initial 
letter of the word pattern. The only reason for not using this symbol in the present 
ease is our wish to reserve that letter as a symbol for polled condition. 
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When there are no pigmented hairs present the factor N 
sprinkles white hairs among white hairs and the result is a 
white animal. Thus the factor N cannot manifest itself in the 
absence of pigmented hairs over the body, i. e. in those animals 
which lack the factor E for extension. Moreover, it is impossible 
to distinguish phenotypically between the white animals which 
do and those which do not carry N. For although as we have 
seen, so-called whites practically always have some pigmented 
hair in the ears, it is so small in amount that it does not serve 
as a crucial indication as to whether or not the animal is carry-
ing the roan factor. In very dark roans a considerable expanse 
of pigmented area must be examined to reveal the presence of 
white hairs in the body coat, and the "expanse of pigmented 
area" within the ears of white animals is by no means consider-
able. 
When we consider color among Shorthorn cattle as a dihy-
brid phenomenon involving the factors E and N Fl from a cross 
of white x red is in composition E e Nn) a red roan. The F2 
produced from the mating of such animals will produce a popu-
lation of 16 animals-four of which will be white, namely: 1 
eeNN, 2 eeNn, 1 ee nn. Thus three-fourths of the white animals 
produced in this manner should carry the roan-producing fac-
tor, and when mated to animals with color should produce some 
roans, the factor being, in this respect, not unlike the agouti fac-
tor as seen in rabbits or guinea pigs. This hypothesis also calls 
for a. number of white animals which when mated with non roan 
pigmented animals should in no case produce a roan calf. The 
existence of such animals must be very seldom met with. To be 
sure only a few of them would be expected but their fewness 
is embarrassingly pronounced. In fact at the present writing 
the authors are unable to point specifically to any such ani-
mal, and it may prove necessary to account for their complete 
non-existence. 
The distribution of roan and non-roan calves in the first 
generation derived from the crosses made here is shown in 
table X. The roan, Scotland's Crown, is clearly not pure for 
the N factor on the other hand his progeny correspond fairly 
well with what we would expect if he were Nn in constitution. 
His offspring from non-roan animals are 6 roan; 9 non-roan, 
while the n earest expectation on the basis of a Nn x nn mating 
is 7 :8. 
Dr White is shown by the tab~ to have produced in addition 
to 60 roans, 3 non-roans, which if the records are correct, 
obviously prevents assigning an NN constitution to him. Never-
theless he differs clearly from Scotland's Crown in the trans-
mission of this character. Reference to table I shows one of these 
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TABLE X-ROAN vs. NON-ROAN GROUPING OF F" 
I Color of Calves from Galloway Dams 
I Roan I! Non-roan 
II frO'l1l pure I from grade // from pure II from grade cows ! cows cows cows 
Sire 
Dr. White (white) ...... J 28 601 32 II/ 32 3 Total . . ............. . . 1 
~~\an~'s .. ~~~wn. yo~~~ 1 J II J 3 
'One of these undoubtedly a roan (pOO). 
non-roans from a grade COW, to be entered in the "black" 
(!nlnmn, for he was recorded as black and white. This animal 
happens to have been particularly well remembered for he was 
a "show steer" of some note known as "Fyffes Choice" and 
was entered in the International Live Stock show in Chicago 
in 1904. The men who fed, fitted and showed this steer are unan-
imoun in naming the above black and white record an error 
and in calling the steer a typical blue-gray. In the reports 
of the International Live Stock show of that year30 this animal 
is described as having a "riotous mixture of colors" which does 
not indicate a simple black and white pattern. In regard to the 
two other non-roans which are listed as red, let us first recall 
that misrecords of very dark roans as reds are not infrequent 
even among pure-bred Shorthorn cattle, and when we consider 
further that the notes taken on the color of the F 1 calves 
were only incidental to the work as conducted at that time and 
not deemed of great consequence, it would seem easily possible 
that the red calves under consideration were really very dark 
red roans and should have been recorded as such, in which case 
the bull in question might be homozygous for N. 
It is to be noted that the colors of the calves obtained in the F 1 
generation, whether from the roan or the white bull, can be 
explained equally well if roan is considered as an outward sign 
of a heterozygote between solid color and white. 
Table XI shows the distribution of the roan factor in the F 2 
progeny and also the results of other matings which can be 
demonstrated to be of the same category, Nn x Nn. This taule 
shows a persistent deficiency of roan animals and a correspond-
ing superabundance of the non-roan class. Seven animals pro-
duced from these matings are white with black extremities, (see 
table III and appendix produce tables ) and as has been ex-
plained, whet.her or not these animals carry the N factor cannot 
be determined by their appearance. Furthermore none of them 
happens to have been mated in such a way as to indicate their 
constitution in regard to the N factor. But as shown above, we 
would expect three-fourths of these whites to carry the roan 
factor and our inability to identify these animals as such suf-
30. Breeders' Gazette 46: 1057. 1904. 
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TABLE XI- SEGREGATION OF ROAN FACTCOR. MATINGS Nn x Nn. 
Parents I Offspring 
---------, ------- Obtained 1 Expected 
Sire Dam ~JNo~ Roan ! Non-roan 
No.1 (F, blUe-gray) , 58 (blue-gray F,) ... , 2--,- 3 , 
No.1 (F, blue-gray) 56 (blue-gray F,)... 5 1 
No.1 (F, blue-gray) 45 (blue-gray F,)·.. 3 0 
No.1 (F, blue-gray) 55 (blue-gray F,)·.. 0 2 
No.1 (F, blue-gray) 109 (blue-gray F,)... 2 0 
....,--=-...""-:-::-=-:--=T",,otal 12 6 
No.1 (F, blue_g ray).-. ,105 (white Shorthorn. , 0 
No. 1 (F, blue-gray) 46 (blue-gray F , ) . . . 2 
No. 1 (F, blue-gray) 51 (blue-gray F ,) ... 0 
No. 1 (F, blue-gray) 146 (blue-gray F,) .. . 1 
No. 1 (F, blue-gray) 58 (blue-gray F,) .. :... :------=_--'0 __ 0. 
13.5 
- Total .............. I ;; 3 
Grand Tota=:l.;-. :,,: .....:. . .:.. .  :..:.-!----'1:..:7_---';-_---=-9 _-;- 19.5 
Other roan x roan matings (but not 1 II 
demonsttably Nn x Nn.) 
No. 1 1 52 (blue-gray)······ 1 1 
Roan Shorthorn 58 (blue-gray Fl) ... 
Total roan x roan.. I 19 
o 
o 
9 21 
4.5 
6.5 
• Also produced a white, black extremities. (In cases of 51 and 55 2 whites.) 
"Produced to service of 148 red bull 1 red and 2 red roans. 
ficiently accounts for the shortage of roans shown in the table. 
It should again be pointed out that results of this nature are 
not essentially incompatible with the interpretation of roan as 
a heterozygote between a colored and a non-colored ~nimal. 
The only difference would be that in the latter case, all roans 
are heterozygous and thus all roan X roan matings should be 
inCluded in the table. Two such additional matings are shown 
in the last section of table XI. Furthermore, appeal could not 
be made to the whites with dark extremities in order to explain 
the deficiency of roans. 
We may next consider the matings of heterozygous roan ani-
mals (Nn) to the recessive non-roans (nn) summarized in table 
XII. In the first 3 matings of this table the blue-gray F 1 bull 
W[lS used on non-roan reds of the Shorthorn type; in the second 
seetion d the table the same bull was used on black Galloway 
cows. Next are shown matings of an Nn Shorthorn bull on black 
% Galloway cows, and in the last two sections males of the red 
Shorthorn type are used on Nn females. The deficiency of roans 
in this case is even more persistent and striking than seen in the 
previous table. It may be partly accounted for by the limitations 
of incomplete genetic analysis due to small numbers, for those 
Nn cows which happen to have produced only roan calves can-
not be identified as Nn, and are not available for this table. The 
deviation between expected and obtained results is perhaps too 
great to be thus lightly disposed of, however, and a final decision 
on the matter must be withheld for further analysis. 
As it happens, but a single mating is available of an extracted 
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TABLE XII- SEGREGATION OF ROAN FACTOR. MATINGS Nn x nn. 
Parents Offspring 
Sire Dam 
Obtained I 
Roan I Non-roan Roan I Non-roan 
No.1 blue-gray F , 1 57 (red Shorthorn). 1 0 I 1 I I No. 1 blue-gray F , 65 (red Shorthorn). 1 1 I No. 1 blue-gray F, 207 (red and white F 3 ) 0 1 
No. I- blue-gray F, 
1
61 
(Galloway) . . . . . . I 0 I 2 
1 
I 
No.1 blue-gray Fl 49 (Galloway) ...... 0 4 I No. 1 blue-gray F , 154 (Galloway) ...... 2 1 1 
----
1210 (black %, Gal.) .. , 0 1 Roan Shorthorn 1 
1 
Roan Shorthorn 147 (black %, 1 1 0 
Galloway ....... 
Red Shorthorn I 51 (blue-gray 1"') ... I I Red Shorthorn 53 (blue-gray 1"2) ... 
148 Red (F,) 1105 (white Shorthorn) I 2 1 
1 
148 Red (F,) 46 (blue-gray F,) .. 0 1 
148 Red (F, ) 146 (blue-gray F , ) .. I 0 2 
Total .............. 1 6 17 
recessive animal mated back to the recessive parent. The mating 
and results follow: 
Mating Extmcted Recessive nn on nn pa1'ent 
148 red F z X 65 red Shorthorn produced 3 calves all non roan. 
It is regrettable that this test of the hypothesis was not sub-
jected to a more searching examination. 
Segregation of the Polled Character 
The polled character among cattle has been considered almost 
as a classic illustration of a morphological character, found 
in one of the large mammals, behaving as a simple Mendelian 
unit. Bateson and Saunders3 1 in an extended foot note first 
called attention to the fact that" it is almost certain that pres-
ence and absence of horns are allelomorphic characters" and 
supported this contention by some rough data collected from 
notes of the cross-bred cattle exhibited at the Smithfield Club 
Cattle shows in 1888, '89, '98 and '01. In order to account for 
"scurs"* so frequently seen on cross-bred cattle these observers 
further record it as their opinion that" there is no complete cor-
relation between the formation of horns and that of the horny 
cores which carry them." 
Early in 1905 Spillman3 2 emphasized the fact that the 
horned character "almost certainly obeys Mendel's law" and 
proceeded to outline a course of procedure for those breeders 
who wish to "dehorn" their calves by breeding. In 1906 the 
same writer33, still apparently unaware of the 1902 foot note 
31. Reports to the Resolution Committee 1: 140-141. 1902. 
32. Rept. Am. Breeders' Assoc. 1: 171-177. 1905. 
33. Science, N. S., 23: 1906. 
·The breeder's term for "loose horns," i. e. integumental horn tissue not supported 
by a bony core. 
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of Bateson and Saunders, published data which he had collected 
from breeders who were establishing a polled race of Hereford 
cattle, a breed which characteristically bears horns. His data 
are more extended than those of Bateson and Saunders, com-
prising altogether 165 calves. There is a slight preponderance 
of horned animals in these cases but this is accounted for by the 
fact that some of the breeders were in the habit of recording 
animals with noticeable scurs as horned animals. Spillman re-
cords the interesting observation that large scurs are apt to de-
velop, "especially on males", and that a final examination for 
scurs should be deferred till the animals are 15 months old. 
One case is reported where large scm's developed after the animal 
had reached the age of 14 months. 
Later, in 1906, Mossom Boyd34 presented some brief but inter-
esting data showing the progeny of two mutant bulls which 
were themselves polled though from pure Hereford horned par-
ents. His data are shown in tabular form below. 
Produce of Horned Cows by Polled Mutant Bulls. 
(Boyd) 
Name of bull: 
Wilson 
Variation 
Total Offspring: 
65 
• 28 
Obtained 
Polled ; Horned 
38 27 
22 6 
Expected 
Polled: Horned 
32.5 32.5 
14 14 
or 
,28 0 
The bull Wilson is clearly a simple hybrid for the polled char-
acter, the figures 38 :27 coinciding fairly closely with the ex-
pected results. The results from the bull Variation, however, do 
not harmonize so well with expectations. If the bull is PP he 
should get 28 polled calves, if he is Pp he should get 14. The ob-
tained results approach most nearly to the 28 :0 ratio, and the 6 
horned animals might be explained as a mis-record of scurred 
animals. The tenability of this position is made doubtful, how-
ever, because in the case of the progeny of the bull Wilson re-
corded by the same observer, a deficiency of horned animals is 
shown. In 1908 Boyd36 again records data concerning this char-
acter drawn from his interesting crosses of American bison on 
domestic polled cattle. Bison bulls were put to 14 polled cows; 
from 3 pure-bred cows, 3 polled calves were secured; from 11 
" grade" polled cows there were 4 polled and 7 horned calves 
thus ndcating that the horned character in this wild unmodified 
species of the genus Bos is identical with the same character as 
seen in the most highly domesticated species. As far as the writ-
ers can discover the results reported in the above paragraphs 
constitute the whole of the existing publiilhed numerical data, 
34. Rept. Am. Breeders' Assoc. Z: 198-201. 1906. 
36. Rep. Am. Breedero' Assoc. 4: 324-331. 1908. 
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TABLE XIII-THE RESULTS OF MATING HORNED SHORTHORNS TO HERD 
OF PURE-BRED AND GRADE GALLOWAY COWS. 
Offspring 
Year of 
birth of offspring Clean polled "Scurred" Horned 
-----19o3 ~-=-7------2~0~----~-----3~-----T----~1------
1904 36 3 1 
1905 14 0 0 
Total 70 
concerning the allelmorphic nature of these characters. There-
fore, further data, though small in amount, are acceptable and 
this is especially true when they have been accumulated under 
carefully supervised experimental conditions. 
Table XIII gives the results of mating horned Shorthorn bulls 
to the original herd of polled Galloway cows. Of the total 78 
offspring, 70 are described as clean polled, 6 had scurs and 2 
bore horns. We have no exact data on the relation of scurs in 
cattle to horns. It was assumed by Spillman that the scur es-
pecially in the case of the male was an outward sign that the 
animal carried but a single" dose" of the polled character. Tho 
this idea is clearly untenable it must be confessed that in polled 
breeds of recent origin, where the character has not been fixed, 
there is a greater per cent of scurred animals than in long 
established and" pure" polled breeds, thus suggesting that the 
scurred condition does bear some relation to the nearness in the 
lineage, of horned animals. However, it is certainly not a safe 
criterion of the Pp conditions, for many animals with a per-
fectly polled conformation prove to be heterozygous for the 
polled character. Although the opinion is general amnog 
breeders that mating scurred animals together will have a tend-
ency to produce many horned animals, we have no data bearing 
on this point. At all events in a genetic grouping, there is 
no doubt but what the scurred animals should be placed in the 
P containing group This changes the ratio of polled to horned 
animals in table XIII to 76 :2. This high ratio of polled animals 
among the offspring got from a herd of polled Galloway cows 
one half of which are said to be grades, by the use of a Short-
horn bull is not expected. That approximately one-half of 
the grade cows were heterozygous for the B factor was shown 
on p 00; twelve of the F, lacked the factor for black and we 
would be justified In expectin~ an equal number to lack the P 
factor. Only 2 were secured, however, which seems to indicate 
that in "grading up" a herd of Galloways from red, horned, 
stock, selection against the second of these characters, i. e. f01 
the polled condition, is the more severe. 
Table XIV shows the results of Pp x Pp matings. The upper 
section shows the distribution of the F 2 animals in respect to 
this character. The agreement of obtained and expected num-
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TABLE XIV- SEGREGATION OF POLLED TRAIT. NATINGS Pp x Pp. 
Parents I Offepring Found I Expected 
=---;-...,..-c"Si--,re....., __ +-=-.,--.,-;D_a .. m.=-;,----_....!..."-P .:::ol.;.::.led I Horned Polled I Horned 
No. 1 polled F, 1 45 (polled F I) ...... I 4 I 1 I 
No.1 55 (polled F,)...... 3 I 0 I 
No.1 56 polled F,. .. ..... 3 3 
No.1 58 polled F,........ 5 I 0 
No.1 109 polled F,........ 1 I 1 
No.1 
No.1 
(1) Doubtful 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . • 16 I 15.75 I_--=-:5 'c::2=-5 
154 Pure-bred I ---I 
Gal. (1) ..... .. . ___ 13 _ 11 ___ 21 _ I 43 P ure bre I Gal. (1) _ _ __ .L-__ _ 
Total.............. 4 1 3 5.25 1 1.75 
Grand Total.. . . ... 20 I 8 -21- 1--7-
see text. 
bel'S is as complete as possible with this number of offspring. 
'fhe lower section shows the only other matings which can be 
classed definitely in this group. Added together the progeny 
of these matings give a ratio of polled to horned animals of 20:8 
with expected results of 21 :7. . 
It will be noted that in the lower section of table XIV the cows 
154 and 49 are referred to as "pure-bred Galloway" but their 
behavior in respect to the transmission of horns is not in 
harmony with what we should be justified in expecting if this 
were the case. Of all the polled breeds of cattle the Galloways 
have been longest established and, in the matter of horns perhaps 
the most rigidly selected, and they are recognized as practically 
never producing horned offspring. On the other hand it must 
be pointed out that there does not exist an inevitable incompat-
ibility between the heterozygous condition for polled, on the one 
hand, and the "pure bred" condition on the other. To be 
pure-bred, from the breeders' standpoint, an animal must be 
recorded in the record books of the breed association, or eligible 
for such record, or it must be from parents whose recent an-
cestors were thus recorded or eligible to record. To be sure, 
horned Galloways are not eligible to record, but the herd book 
association makes no biological restrictions as to the animal carry-
ing horns recessive, and polled Galloway cows may not be dis-
qualified as pure-breds because they happen to produce horned 
offspring. Therefore, although the behavior of the Galloway 
cows Nos. 154 and 49 one-half of whose offspring by a Pp bull 
have been horned (fig. 10) is "not in harmony with what we 
would expect" if they were pure-bred animals, nevertheless, 
it does not serve as conclusive evidence that they are not such. 
But if these two cows were bona fide pure-bred Galloways it 
is at least plain that we cannot rely upon pedigree and registra-
tion as assurance that animals, purchased as pure-breds, are 
homozygous for the polled trait. 
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Fig. 10. Three heifers from the 3 Galloway cows by the F, bull. Numbered from the 
left, Nos. 172, 54, 52. They are all black, but the horns on 54 and 52 were unexpected. 
Table XV shows the results of mating heterozygous polled 
and recessive horned. The upper section of the table presents 
matings of the polled F 1 bull to Shorthorn cows. The lower 
section shows matings of the same bull to extracted recessives 
and also a singJe mating of a recessive male to a Pp female. 
The final results 7 polled, 9 horned again happen to co-
incide very closely with the expectations. 
Of the polled F 2 animals only one has produced, from horned 
mates, calves numerous enough to warrant classification as a 
probable homozygote, that is the red polled bull 148 shown in 
TABLE XV- SEGREGATION OF POLLED TRAIT. MATINGS Pp x pp. 
Parents I Offspring 
5.0 5.0 
8.0 8.0 
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table III among the produce of cow 58. This male has pro-
duced 9 calves from horned cows, all of which have been polled. 
Three matings of extracted horned cows (52, 146, 115) to 
horned Shorthorn bulls were made; the produce were all 
horned. 
Sttrnrnary 
Data on color and horn inheritance in crosses between Gallo-
way and Shorthorn cattle are presented in this paper. These 
data have been accumulated at the Iowa Agricultural Experi-
ment Station for a period of thirteen years. During the first 
three years of the experiment in which the F 1 was produced 
a herd of about 40 Galloway cows was kept; and during the 
following 10 years the average size of the herd of cattle was 
about 10 animals of breeding ·age. In the latter period the 
sole motive of the maintenance of this herd was the ocllection 
of the data herein presented. 
The nature of black anu red pigment in cattle as an inde-
pendent allelomorphic pair of characters is clearly indicated. 
White animals appear to be the result of pigment in a re-
stricted condition, due to the absence of the a factor E for 
extension. The restricted pigment may be either black or red 
in color. No extracted animal white with red ears has yet 
appeared. The whites with black ears, a novelty in this ex-
periment, are similar in pattern to the Park Cattle of Britain, 
but it is doubtful if they can be considered genetically com-
parable to them. 
A satisfactory explanation of the genetics of roan color in 
cattle has not yet been made. A roan producing factor N has 
been tentatively assumed to exist, but the results secured from 
these experimental matings agree almost equally well with the 
interpretation of roan as a heterozygote between white and col-
ored. This would make the factor N unnecssary for the roan 
condition would appear in all animals that were heterozygous 
for extension, i. e. Ee, without the aid of any other factor. 
The published data on the inheritance of horns in cattle 
are reviewed and new data presented. The present results 
substantiate the allelomorphic nature of the horned and polled 
condition in cattle, and give no evidence that sex is in any 
way connected with the inheritance of these characters. 
Dr. White 
169178 
white 
rMaster of the 13378~ roan 
I 
: 
! 
I 
Clan 
lRoseleaf V 45 p 1084 roan 
Uhart T. Five generations in the pe:li-
gree of Dr. White. The pedigree was 
traced for seven generations but no further 
white animals appeared. The white ani-
mals are underscored. 
Chief of the Clan 
144783 red 
Mademoiselle 8th 
V 42 p 376 E white 
St. Valentine 
121014 roan 
Rose Rominger .2rl 
V 34 p 848" red 
{
Captain of the Guard 
132059 red 
Missie 73d 
V 41-p 478 E. 
red 1. w. 
{
Master of Ceremonies 
136633 roan 
Mademoiselle 5th 
V 81 p 251 E roan 
(
Guardsman 
108200 roan 
Verbena Lady 
V 39 p 682 
86811 roan 
r
'Grand Duke of Hope 
86811 red 
1 Maud l V 33 p 833 red 
Commodore 
{ 
96849-red 
Christmas Carol 
V 35·p 323 E- red 
{
Prince Charlie 
42172- red 
Missie 54th 
V 25·p 572- red I. w. 
{
Cumberland 
50626- roan 
Candytuft 
V 29·p 401 E-roan 
{
Ventriloquist 
78218- white 
Mademoiselle 2d 
V 27-p 379-red and 
white 
{
Chesterfield 
106811-red 
Gardenia 
V 35-p 324 E- roan 
{
Rep.orter 
113482- red 
Verbenas Pride 
V 39-p 455-light roan 
{
Po])pY'S Airdrit:: 
53184 red- I. w. 
lona Belle 
V 31-p 868-red 
{
crannsore ::'learson 
68904-red 
Laura 
V 33-p 693-red and white 
I-' 
o 
C>:> 
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DESCRIPTION OF COW CALVES PRODUCED 
Cow 
No. 
Sire of Cow Dam of Cow 
--"46 I ~i blue-g l a, . INo. 45 F , 
Color Horns Genetic formula 
MATED TO BULL 
.; 
Z 
,s ~ >oJ, 
"" ~iii 
-'" ~ 
iii 
§ 
o 
.. 
.0 
'" p::
." 
'" p:;
'" .. 
" 
",,,, 
.~.!C 
-"" ~~ III 
"g 
" ~ 
] 
'0 
P< 
No.1 blue-gray FI dead x x x blue-gray' horned B(B) E(E) Nn pp - No.1 blue-gray F, ' 1691 xII I x I I I I x I 
~~: 11~~u~:Ja~tl m~ ~ x· x. I x x 
~ I GallowaY~I=Ga~I~lo-w-a-y -co-w-l black .polled BB EE nn Pp No. 1 blue-gray F, 54 1 x I I I x I I 1 I x I 
I 
No.1 blue-gray F , 147 x x' x 
No.1 blue-gray F, 163 I x x x 
. No.1 blue-gray F, 203 x x x 
b'""7"lu-e_g-ra~Y'''''''''''''I POlled Pb Ee Nn P(P) White Shorthorn l6i1-X1-1~1-1-1 I I I 51 I No.1 blue-gray F , INo. 109 F , Roan Shorthorn 205 x 1 x x x 
No.1 blue-gray F, 1109 x x' x Roan Shorthorn 11 00 x I I I I x x 
I I 
Red Shorthorn 11231 1 x x· x 
-s21 No.1 blue-gray F~ INO. 154 blue-gray' Ihorned B(B) E(E) N(N) pp White Shorthorn 1621 1 x I x'i I I ' I I x I Galloway cow No.1 blue-gray j<'. 219 x i x' 
---sa No.l"blue-gray F~ No. 56 F1-- blue-gray' ipolled Bb Ee Nn Pp White Shorthorn 1571 x I I I I 1 1 x I 1 x 
Red Shorthorn 1106 x I x I x 
x 
No.1 blue-gray F, 11101 I x 1 I x x 
57 1 Shorthorn bull_ IShorthorn cow Ired' ___ Ihorned bb E(E) nn pp No.1 blue-gray F , dead l x I I I 1 1 xii 1 
6 '1 Galloway bull Galloway cow black' polled BB EE nn PP No.1 blue-gray FI 1721 \ x \ \ x'i 1 \ 1 1 x 
No.1 blue-gray F, 1501 x x 1 I 1 x 
""'65 Shorthorn 1l1.iu- Shorthorn cow red' horned bb E (E) nn pp .-- No.1 blue-gray F, 1131 x I I I I 1 x I 1 x 1 
No.1 blue-gray F , 197 x x' I I x 
No. 148 Red F, 211 x I x x 
No. 148 Red F , 11011 x x x 
I I I INO. 148 Red F , 11161 I x 1 I x x 104 I ShOrtiiOrilbun- IShorthorn cow wh~te, red ears horn en bb ee N (N) pp No.1 blue-.<' ra v I· - 44 1 x I 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 x 1 
105 whIte, red ears horned bb ee Nn pp No.1 blue-gray P, 1141 I x I I I I I x 1 x 1 
No.1 blue-g ray P , 2001 x I x' i 1 1 I x 
No. 148 Red F , 214 1 x I I 4 I x' x 
No. 148 Red F2 11051 x I I i I x I I x 
I Red Shorthorn 1119 x I x x 146 1 No.1 blue-gray F , INo. J09~lblue-gray' Ihorned Bb Ee Nn pp No.1 b!ue-gray F I 2151 I x I I I I I x I x I 
No.1 blue-gray FI 11221 x I x I 1 I x No. 148 Red F, 1114 I x I x x 
1 Red Shorthorn 1125 x x' x 
x 
~ 1 No.1 blue-g ray F, IN o.49GallOwaY\black* 
154 Galloway bull Galloway cow black" 
polled IB(B) E(E) nn P(P) IRoan Shorthorn _ 2131 x I x I I I x 
polled BB EE nn Pp No.1 blue-gray F, 521 I x I x*1 I I I I x I 
158 
162 
~O' I 
~08 
No.1 blue-gray F, 199 x x' x 
No. 1 blue-~rav F, 206 x x x 
N O:-1 blue-gray F, No. 56 F, __ lblue..::gr ay* horned IB (B) E(E) N(N) PP!NO.1 blue-gray F, deadl I x I x 1 _____ 1 ____ I __ I~ 
White Shorthorn No. 52 blue-gray horned Bb Ee N(N) PP No.1 blue-gray~, deadl x I I x*1 I I I I x 
Nv. 1 blue-gray F' No. 56 F, red and white polled bb E(E) nn P(P) No.1 blue-gray F, 11081 I x I I I ~, I--'- x-
No. 148 Red F2 1 1121 x I x x 
No.1 blue-g ray F, No. 45 F , White - polled 3(B) ee N(N) Pp Rp.d Shorthorn 1115 ' x I I I x*1 \ I I x I 
black ears White Shorthorn 1126 x I x x 
210 I No.1 blue-gray F" No. 61 Gal- black* Polled B(B) E(E) nn P(P) White Shorthorn I dead I x I I x I I I I I x 
loway Roan Shorthorn 209[ x I x x 
215 No.1 blue-g ray F, No. 146 F2 white, black horned B(B) ee N(N) pp Red Shorthorn 11121 I x I x"1 \ --r--I- x-
,ears Red Shorthorn 11241 I x I x* 1 I x 
106a 
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APPENDIX 
These tables show the cows (exclusive of the F 1 animals), 
their parents and their produce by different bulls, which 
are used in the construction of the text tables. The F 1 animals, 
and their produce (F 2) are found in the text table III. In 
the genetic formulae the encircling of a letter , thus E , indicates 
inability to classify the animal definitely as homozygous or 
heterozygous for the factor thus encircled. A star (*) indi-
cates that the animal "has some white" usually on the under-
line, on switch of tailor one forehead. 
